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You are reading Entrepreneur India, International Franchise Entrepreneur Media. For youth in India, TikTok is their favorite app that allows them to showcase their creativity and talent with the world. TikTok currently has 120 million monthly active users in India. This reflects the popularity this app has gained and enjoys in the country. TikTok helps users connect with people on a
global level and share their culture with them. Let's look at the rise of the app for short video content. The rise of short video contentIn this age of the Internet, the user is distracted and does not want to consume content that is long. Short video content is convenient because it entertains users and gives them a platform to explore their creativity. TikTok currently has 200 million
users with different categories such as dance, acting, education, health, fitness and more for users to showcase their talents. Sachin Sharma, director of sales and partnerships at TikTok said TikTok filled the gap by putting people from all over the deepest pockets of the country online and giving them a platform to express themselves creatively. The short video format distorts the
monotony of long-form content and helps the user consume multiple types of content and a theme that is short, informative and fun. Sachin Sharma says: This uniqueness has broken down the barriers of location, language, caste, religion or even socioeconomic background that gives every Indian TikTok user to become part of a creative and entertaining community. A doubleedged knife platform like TikTok is a double-edged knife where users create content and can also abuse it. In March 2019, TikTok was banned by the government, but was later disabling. TikoTok has been criticized for content that is pornographic in nature and specifically for child pornography. After the app was banned, it removed videos with content that was in violation of
policies and local laws. Sachin Sharma says the moderation team based on community guidelines ensures the digital well-being of users. It also says the app has 14 industry-led features that allow users to take control of their accounts and decide who can participate in their content and account. The app also limited the new user's age to less than 13 years. Venture into
educational contentTikTok recently launched a campaign with the hashtag EduTok, which encourages users to create content around education, health, motivation and more. It has attracted many teachers and experts who are engaging with users on an app with 'clean content' that is educational and informative. Sachin Sharma says the campaign represents the spirit of TikTok
creators who use the platform to bring about change in society by sharing their knowledge with the global community. The EduTok campaign has become popular with over 4.5 billion views and many popular creators use it as a medium to share their knowledge. Sachin Sharma says creators like Dr. Animesh 1.7 million users share health and fitness tips with their fans. Hashtags
also allow people from remote parts of the country to show their creativity. The way forward for AppIn the current instant, TikTok is available in 10 Indian languages that give different people from different locations to showcase their talents on the platform. The growth of short video content is growing in a country with increasing consumption and followers. Sachin Sharma says: The
next wave of 200-400 million Internet connections can experience TikTok as their first social media platform, where they can share the special moments of their lives not only with their friends and family, but also with a global audience with similar interests. TikTok is a very multifaceted and diversified platform that offers its users content and a platform to share their stories. As
Sachin Sharma says, she filled the gap by bringing people from the deepest pockets of the country online and giving them a platform to express themselves creatively. If traditional Colombian costumes reflect a mix of Indian, Spanish, Caribbean and African influences in the country, the nation's music is an even more mixed bag. Colombia's Andean region is home to more than
100 indigenous groups whose native music, used in healing and magic rituals, has influenced many traditional Colombian musical and dance styles. On the opposite side of the spectrum, cumbia, a style of music and dance that is widely heralded as a national tradition, originated as a courtship dance meant to emulate Colombian Spanish colonizers [source: Mauleon]. Below are
just some of the many wonderful styles of regional Colombian music and dance: Andean music and dance: One of the prevailing styles of music in the Andean region is bambuco, which sounds a bit like Spanish guitar music, but may contain rhythmic elements rooted in currulao music off colombia's Pacific coast [source: Varney]. Bambuco is also performed as a pair dance, which
is something of a sensual waltz with moments of short, gentle contact. Bambuco style music is celebrated from June 22 to July 2 each year during the Bambuco National Folk Festival [source: ProExport]. Colombian Atlantic Music and Dance: Cumbia, arguably Colombia's most famous and popular traditional musical style, was created during the Spanish colonial period. African
drums and Indian flutes dominate the sound [source: Mauleon]. Cumbia is so celebrated in Colombia that a monument to this style of music and dance was erected in the city of El Banco.Colombian Pacific Music and Dance: Heavily influenced by the music of Africa, currulao is played with folk instruments such as marimba de chonta, guasá (hollow cylinder filled with light seeds)
and cununo drum. The lead singer voices the lead tune and the response chorus responds [source: Jaramillo]. As with bambuco and cumbia, currulao is a style of dance as well as a style of music. tastes of traditional Colombian music and dance include porro and vallenato (from the Atlantic coast of Colombia) and joropo from colombia's Orinoquía (llanos) region. Advertising If
Colombian music and dance got your fingers tapped in this section, Colombian food will make your taste buds tremble in the next. Plan a music game and dance party the next time you host young primary school kids in your home. Music keeps them active while games keep them busy. The end result will be a fun and memorable party. Go for decorations, improve the modified
theme of the disco - the sounds and icons of this time period are well known to all. Set the disco ball with flashing lights and plan to dim the lights in your party room to a level that is safe for children but dark enough to make things exciting. String mini disco type lights around your party room. Play popular music that kids know, such as CDs from Disney Radio. Start your party with
a craft project which is a great way to entertain the kids as you wait for everyone to arrive. They can work at their own pace while communicating with the rest of the group. In accordance with the theme of the disco, create parasols using empty or used (unwanted) CDs. Glue the boring sides of the CD together before the party. Give the children a two-meter length of the neck cord
to weave through the center hole. Provide an assortment of ponies beads on the thread on the cord before tying together the ends. (Offer help to children who are too young to tie their own cords.) Then give the children an assortment of stickers and sequins with glue to decorate their CDs. If any of them finish quickly, you can always give them coloring book and crayons to fill the
remaining time. It's best not to aim for winners and losers. Instead of giving prizes to winners, give small prizes to everyone to participate in, or skip prizes altogether! This will prevent hard feelings and tears among young children who have not completely mastered the art of losing graciously. Choose one or all of these games for your party: Music Numbers - Create a circle of
numbered papers or card stocks for each guest. Place sheets of paper with each number in the hat. Let the kids dance around the circle to the music. Stop the music, ask the children to stand on the next number and pull paper out of the hat. The child on this issue leaves the game with his numbered paper and chooses the prize from the basket. Keep going until all the kids are
out of the picture. Limbo - This game doesn't need a winner or loser to be fun. Children just love to attack themselves by going lower and lower under the limbo stick. Play the classic Limbo Rock song by Chubby Checker during this game. Hot potatoes - Instead of using potatoes, use flashlights or flashing light balls. Lower the lights as you play this game. Hand each guest,
except for one, flashing light ball. Play music and let the kids pass the lights around until the music stops. A person without light when the music stops is out. Have extra light at hand for the person who is outside. Freeze Dance - Add a twist to this classic game by telling kids to freeze in a certain shape every time the music goes off. For example, at a birthday party, you could tell
them to froze like a birthday cake, a candle, a party hat, a balloon, a gift, and so on. Send them home with their suncatchers and other disco themed goodies such as disco ball necklaces or key chains and colorful paddle ball games. Add as many candy as your conscience and budget allow! Remember, kids love their party favors. Before the party, mark your bags with the names
of your guests so that they can easily add their craft and prizes won during games to their party bags. Provide your favorite party food for kids, with maybe a little decorative twist if you want a lot of leftovers. PizzaSandwiches cut out with a musical note or tool cookie cuttersSnack foods such as pretzves, potato chipsHealthy snacks such as grapes and baby carrots (if offered, most
kids have healthy options too!) Juice boxesMilkButter cookies cut into the shape of musical notes or instruments. Birthday cake or cupcakes with musical notes of decoration. Draw them on a cake with a black decorator or take musical notes from chocolate - dissolve the chips in the microwave, pour into a plastic or confectionery bag, cut off the tip and draw notes on a sheet of
wax paper. Chill until firm and hold them in cake or cupcakes. Cupcakes.
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